
Hi Bruce: 
 
It was fun to see you and Raz this afternoon and tell a few stories about the SLV General Plan back in the late 1960s.  If you are going to 
post any supplemental written information to go along with the pod cast I prefer that you use the pasted in and attached edited summary of 
our committees recommendation provided below. It is much more clear and understandable, and  it includes not only the information that I 
was showing you today  but several other sub committee recommendations.  The following is an edited summary of our Environmental 
Quality Committee report.  It was incorporated into the the final adopted General Plan for the Sant Lorenzo Valley adopted in about 
November 1972. I will use this summary as part of the  next story that I am writing for Santa Cruz Hip History III. 
 
I think that you will enjoy the first two introductory paragraphs of this citizens committee report.  They are similar to what we talked about on 
the Levity Zone podcast yesterday and really capture our intention and commitment to a better, more survivable way of life.  
 
Thanks for the visit. 
 
Fred 
 
 
 

  
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY CONTROLS SUBCOMMITTEE INTERIM REPORT 

Given as a report to the larger Citizens Committee to Update the Santa Cruz County General 
Plan for the San Lorenzo Valley (Fifth District) 

October or November 1972 
Due to time limitations imposed by the deadline put upon the Committee to Revise the San 
Lorenzo Valley Master Plan, we feel it is of primary priority and importance to make a set of 
standards, guidelines, and recommendations which will solve the problems we have inherited 
from 
the past. 
It is for us who live here now and know firsthand these problems to recommend a future pattern 
which will not upset the life-support system 
of our San Lorenzo Valley. 
It is of utmost need and importance to solve the problems inherited from the past before we can 
safely advance into large-scale development 
of the Valley for the future. 
Therefore, these are the recommendations and standards that are most 
urgently needed to relieve our present spiraling pollution syndrome. 
Through the implementation of these recommendations, we feel our community will find its way 
to a survivable natural future, able to enjoy 
the great natural heritage of our Valley. 

Recommendations 
I.  Moratorium  on new building with amendment 
II.  Drinking Water 
            1. Evaluate the impacts of taking more water out of the San Lorenzo River in                     
the driest times of year on fish and other  wildlife po;ulations.  Do a river resource 
            management plan. 
            2. Conserve water by repairing all existing leaks in pipes, tanks, and other resovoirs and    
Replace any facilities contaminated with  lead or other contaminates. 
            3. Use water from Lock Lomond primarily for Santa Cruz domestic use. 
 II.  Sewage report 
         A.  We must repudiate Bowen & Williams  recommendation to sewer the San Lorenzo 
Valley for these reasons: 
                 1.  It pipes water out of the Valley, subsequently lowering the 
                      water table, eventually completely depleting it; 



                  2.  The Santa Cruz system is presently insufficient in handling its 
                        own sewage; 
                  3.  It would further pollute the ocean (Monterey Bay). 
         B.     We, instead, recommend small local sanitation district systems 
                  only where needed and installed on the authority of the Health 
                  Department and community, where necessary to solve the 
                  obvious pollution syndrome and problems being created 
                  presently (seek funds, federal, state, county, to help finance). Recycle the 
affluent  from all local septic systems back  into the water table in geologically,  hydrologically  
and sanitary appropriate ways. 
  
III  San Lorenzo River  Riparian Corridor 
                  1.  Establish wildlife reguge corridor along the San Lorenzo river and its tributaries. 
                  2. a-k eleven related recommendations.  See report 
IV.  Energy 
                  1. Do not build the proposed Davenport Nucleas Power point. See reasons and 
  
                        alternatives mentioned in the report.  
V.  Land Use Management 
                  1.  Inventory of all lands in terms of their environmental charactersistics and natural 
                        resource values. 
                  2.  Evaluate which lands are permissive to certain uses, and not to others. 
                  3.  Calculate carrying capacities of the various ecosystems present in the valley 
                        based on the social value of the resources and their susceptibility to 
human  impact. 
                  4. Do Cost and benefit analysis of any proposed future development in terms 
of environmental  and   
socieological benefits and impacts. 
  
          
 
 
Attachments area 

 


